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Some important magnetic conductors, pneumatic valves and hydraulic valves made of corrosion-

resistant alloy Cr16Fe (1J116) are often applied in harsh environments. However, it is very challenging 

to machine the inner-walled ring grooves that broadly exist in these workpieces. Electrochemical 

machining (ECM) is regarded as an ideal manufacturing technology to machine this kind of structure 

without residual stress, metamorphic layers or microcracks. However, the inner-walled ring grooves 

machined with ECM with the typical cylindrical cathode are shaped like a little drum and are not flat at 

the bottom. In this paper, a working-surface curvature cathodic modification and numerical simulation 

method is proposed to solve this problem. First, the working surface of the cathode is modified into an 

inward curved surface and is used in the flow field simulation model in which the k-ɛ equation is 

employed. Then, the coupling analysis of the flow field and the electric field is carried out with 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulation results show that the machining quality of the inner-walled 

ring groove is improved with the modified cathode because the flow field distributions and the electric 

field distributions in the machining gap are more uniform than before. Finally, verification experiments 

with the modified cathode are conducted. The experimental results show that the machined inner-

walled ring groove is of good quality, and the bottom of the groove is flat. The experimental results 

agree with the simulation results. This study is meaningful to provide a probable solution to improve 

the machining quality of the inner-walled structure workpieces without residual stress, metamorphic 

layers or microcracks. 

 

 

Keywords: Electrochemical machining; Small inner-walled ring groove; Cathode modification; 

Numerical simulation; Experimental investigation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Various magnetic conductors, pneumatic valves and hydraulic valves made of corrosion-
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resistant alloy material Cr16Fe (1J116) are widely applied in harsh environments (e.g., the liquid 

rocket motor) because of the good properties of the alloy, such as high saturation magnetic induction, 

high Curie temperature and high corrosion resistance. The inner-walled groove is one of the typical 

structures of these workpieces. To machine this kind of structure, electrodischarge machining (EDM) is 

often employed at present, and a time-consuming polishing process is then used to remove the 

metamorphic layer produced during EDM. It is difficult to machine the inner-walled structures with 

traditional mechanical cutting technologies because of the residual stress, the poor tool reachability 

and the tool wear. Other technologies, such as laser machining, ultrasonic machining and some other 

nontraditional machining technologies, are also not ideal methods to machine the small inner-walled 

structures because deterioration layers, microcracks or residual stresses will be generated during 

machining. Thus, it is very challenging to machine the small inner-walled structures of 1J116 without 

residual stress, recast layers or microcracks. 

Electrochemical machining (ECM) has become an attractive method because of its ability to 

machine parts without generating a defective surface layer [1]. ECM is an effective nontraditional 

machining technique to shape metals by controlling anodic dissolution without any contact between 

the tool and the workpiece [2]. ECM has been widely used in the fields of aeronautics, astronautics, 

defense and medical industries because of its outstanding advantages, such as the high removal rate, 

superior machinability without tool wear, good surface quality and capability to machine complex 

structural parts [3-6]. Additionally, the workpieces machined with ECM have smooth surfaces and do 

not need to be polished in further production steps [7-9]. Thus, ECM is gradually becoming an ideal 

manufacturing technology for the inner-walled structures. 

Liu [10] used a cylindrical cathode to machine a kind of inner-walled structure, but the 

structure has an obvious drum shape. Mi [11] studied an ECM method to machine complex internal-

feature holes by controlling the conductive area ratio with a conductive coil. However, the winding 

precision of the coil was not easily controlled. Recently, my research team applied disk-shaped 

cathodes to machine the inner-walled ring grooves of 1J116 and found that the machined grooves were 

not of good quality [12]. The bottoms of the machined grooves were drum-shaped and were not flat. 

From these studies, it can be concluded that the conventional cylindrical cathode results in an obvious 

drum shape at the bottom of the machined inner-walled ring grooves. 

Cathode modification is important for improving the machining accuracy of ECM [13, 14]. Zhu 

[15] established a digital cathode modification model based on the improved back-propagation neural 

network and simulated it for the electrochemical machining of the blades of airplane engines. Xu [16] 

proposed a variable-gap amendment method to modify the cathode and built a mathematical model to 

improve the electrochemical machining accuracy of the blade. 

In this paper, a working surface-curvature modification method for the cathode is proposed to 

reduce the drum-shape effect and to improve the machining quality of the inner-walled ring groove in 

ECM. The k- equation is used as the flow field model for simulation. Then, the coupling analyses of 

the flow field and the electric field are carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics. The surface profile of 

the inner-walled ring groove is predicted by simulation. Finally, a machining experiment is carried out 

to verify the effectiveness of the cathodic modification and numerical simulation method. 
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2. CATHODIC MODIFICATION AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Figure 1(a) shows the inner-walled ring groove machined with the conventional cylindrical 

cathode, the schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 1(b). The bottom of the groove is not flat, 

and the middle section is drum-shaped because of obvious overcut. After careful analysis, the flow 

field distributions and electric field distributions of the machining gap are found to be not very good 

when the conventional cylindrical cathode is applied. To improve the machining quality of the small 

inner-walled ring groove, it is necessary and meaningful to study a cathodic modification and 

numerical simulation method. 

 

  

 

Figure 1. The machined groove and the cathode: (a) the machined inner-walled groove and (b) the 

schematic diagram of the conventional cylindrical cathode. 

 

In this section, a working surface-curvature modification method for the cathode is proposed 

and the finite element method is applied to simulate the flow field and the electric field in the 

machining gap between the workpiece and the modified cathode. In this paper, COMSOL Multiphysics 

is employed to conduct the numerical simulation. 

2.1 Cathodic modification and the geometrical model of the numerical simulation 

To reduce the overcut and drum shape of the machined inner-walled groove, the shape of the 

working surface of the cathode needs to be modified. According to Faraday’s Law, the dissolution rate 

of the groove is closely related to the current density, and the current density is directly affected by the 

machining gap between the workpiece and the cathode. Thus, increasing the machining gap in the 

middle section by modifying the working surface is expected to reduce the drum-shape of the groove. 

In this paper, the working surface of the cathode is modified into an inward curved surface with a small 

curvature radius. 

To analyze the flow field and the electric field of the machining gap, the geometrical model for 

coupling analysis was built and shown in Figure 2. In this figure, the working surface of the cathode 

has been modified. In the model, workpiece material is corrosion-resistant 1J116, and the cathode 

material is copper. The machining gap between the workpiece and the cathode is 0.1 mm. The 
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electrolyte is a mixture solution of 10 wt % NaCl + 16 wt % NaNO3 + 2 wt % NaClO3, which showed 

good performance in the previous machining experiments. 
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Figure 2. Geometric model. 

2.2 The mathematical model 

To simplify the flow field model, the following assumptions are made about the machining gap: 

(a) The fluid is an incompressible and constant Newtonian fluid, and its dynamic viscosity does 

not change with the change in the velocity gradient. 

(b) The electrolyte in the machining gap is always in a turbulent state to ensure the uniformity 

of the flow field distribution and to avoid the concentration polarization in ECM, and the temperature 

effect on ECM and energy-loss can be ignored. 

𝜌
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜌𝑔 − 𝛻𝑃 + 𝜇𝛻2𝑉                                                                                                           (1) 

∇ · V =
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0                                                                                                          (2) 

where ρ is the electrolyte density (g/cm3), P is the electrolyte pressure (Pa), g is the gravitational 

acceleration (m/s2), μ is the component of the velocity vector in the x-direction (m/s), and ∇·V is the 

volume expansion ratio (%). 

In ECM, the flow state under a certain pressure is considered turbulent [17, 18]. The electrolyte 

flow satisfies the standard k-ε model in the simulation, and the equations are as follows: 

k-equation: 
𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑖

𝜕𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑖
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] + 𝐺𝑘 − 𝜀                                                         (3) 

ε-equation:  
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𝜕
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𝐶1𝜀

𝐶2𝜀
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𝜀2

𝑘
                            (4) 

Gk-equation: 𝐺𝑘 = 𝐶𝜇
𝑘2

𝜀
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖
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𝜕𝑢𝑗
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𝜕𝑥𝑗
                                                                             (5) 

Turbulent equation: 
𝜕(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
=
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy (J), ε is the dissipation rate (%), Gk is the turbulent energy 

caused by the average velocity gradient, Cu, C1ε and C2ε are the constants, v is the dynamic viscosity 

coefficient (N·s/m2), ρ is the electrolyte density (g/cm3), μ is the kinematic viscosity coefficient (Pa·s), 

i equals 1, 2 and 3, and j equals 1, 2 and 3. 

2.3 Boundary conditions 

Coupling analyses of the flow field and the electric field are simulated with the turbulence 

model shown in Figure 3. To simplify the analysis, three assumptions [19] are made: the surface 

current density of the workpiece is determined by Ohm's effect; the conductivity of the electrolyte is 

equal everywhere; and the potential of the cathode surface is equal everywhere. 

 

∏1
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∏5

∏6

∏4

∏3

 

Figure 3. Physical model. 

According to Laplace’s equation, the electric potential distribution satisfies the following 

expression: 

∇2𝜑 = 0                                                                                                                             (7) 

where φ is the electric potential.  

The boundary conditions are expressed as: 

φ|∏1 = 0 (cathode boundary) 

φ|∏3, 4, 5, 6 = 0 (free boundary) 

φ|∏2 ≈ U (workpiece boundary) 

The dissolution rate v of the workpiece is expressed as: 

𝑣 = 𝜂𝜔𝒊                                                                                                                                      (8) 

where i is the current density, ω is the electrochemical equivalent and η is the current efficiency. 

The current density i is closely related with the electric potential φ: 

𝒊 = 𝑘
𝜕𝜑

𝜑𝑛
                                                                                                                             (9) 

where k is the electrolyte conductivity, and n is the unit vector. 

2.4 Simulation method. 

The simulation of the flow field and the electric field is shown in Figure 4. The three-

dimensional model is first built with CATIA and then is imported into the simulation software 
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COMSOL Multiphysics. Then, various properties, including the conductivity, the density and the 

dielectric constants of the workpiece, the electrolyte and the cathode, are defined. In addition, it is 

necessary to add a reasonable physical model and assign the boundary conditions. Finally, the 

simulation is conducted after the mesh has been divided with the subdivision. 
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Figure 4. The flowchart of the simulation. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 Experimental setup 

The experiments are carried out with the ECM system shown in Figure 5. The system consists 

mainly of a five-axis machine tool platform, a pulse power supply system, a control system, a 

numerical control system and an electrolyte circulation system. The machine tool can move in the X-, 

Y- and Z-directions and rotate around the X-axis and the Z-axis. The travels of the X-axis, the Y-axis 

and the Z-axis are 500 mm, respectively. The positioning accuracy can reach 0.01 mm (X-axis, Y-axis 

and Z-axis), and the rotary accuracies are 25" (around the X-axis and the Z-axis). The pulse power 

supply can be adjusted in the range of 0 ~ 30 V, and its peak output current is 3000 A. The control 

system is used to control the electrical parameters and the start-stop actions of the electrolyte pumps 

and the power switches and to display the running status. The FANUC Series Oi system serves to 

control the motions of the machine tool, the NC programming, etc. The electrolyte circulation system 

consists of an electrolyte pump, a filter, a solenoid valve, a pressure gauge and some pipes. The 

electrolyte is injected into the machining gap from the electrolyte tank and returns to the filtering tank 
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through pipelines. The electrolyte can be filtered to remove the impurities, and the electrolyte pressure 

can be controlled with the valve. 

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the ECM system. 

3.2 Machining experiments 

The machining principle diagram of the inner-walled ring groove is shown in Figure 6. The 

working surface of the cathode is modified into an inward curved surface with a small curvature value. 

The workpiece material is 1J116, and its chemical composition is shown in Table 1. Before machining 

the ring groove, a prefabricated hole with a diameter of 11.8 mm is machined on the workpiece. 
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Figure 6. The machining principle diagram of the inner-walled groove. 

During machining, the workpiece is linked with the positive pole of the pulse power supply, 
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and the cathode is linked with the negative pole. The electrolyte (10 wt % NaCl+16 wt % NaNO3+2 wt 

% NaClO3) is supplied from the end of the workpiece and passes through the machining area. The 

optimal experimental parameters are shown in Table 2. With the passing of time, the material at the 

machining area is dissolved into the electrolyte and taken away, and the inner-walled ring groove is 

formed. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of 1J116. 

Elements C P S Si Mn Al Fe 

Composition (wt 

%) 
≤0.03 ≤0.015 ≤0.015 ≤0.15 ≤0.01 ≤16.3 Remains 

Table 2. The optimal experimental parameters. 

Main parameters Value 

Machining voltage 14 V 

Pulse frequency 500 Hz 

Duty ratio 90 % 

Machining gap 100 μm 

Electrolyte 10 wt % NaCl + 16 wt % NaNO3 + 2 wt % NaClO3 

Electrolyte temperature 29~31 °C 

Inlet pressure 120 kPa 

Machining time-length 180 s 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Simulation results and discussion 

4.1.1 Flow field distribution 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the flow field distribution when the curvature (ρ) of the working 

surface of the modified cathode equals 0.044 and 0.088, respectively. The curvature values of 0.044 

and 0.088 are selected according to multiple simulation results and experimental results. As shown in 

the figures, whether the curvature is 0.044 or 0.088, the pressure fields in the machining gap are 

uniformly distributed, and the flow velocity in the middle section is slightly smaller than the flow 

velocity at both ends. Overall, the flow field distributions are better than the flow field distributions 

when the working surface of the cathode is not modified [12]. 

In ECM, the condition of the flow field is an important factor affecting the machining 

efficiency, accuracy and stability [20-22]. Zhu [23] found that a proper increase in the flow rate can 

effectively increase the electrolyte velocity and improve the flow field uniformity, and the flow 

velocity distribution has a good consistency with the processing depth. 

When the working surface is modified into an inward curved surface with a small curvature 

radius, the machining gap in the middle section is slightly larger than the machining gaps at both ends, 

which makes the electrolyte velocity in the middle section a little slower than the electrolyte velocity at 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1000936118303248#!
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both ends, as proved by Figure 7(a) and Figure 8(a). This lower electrolyte velocity is helpful to reduce 

the drum shape, to decrease the overcut amount in the middle section and to make the bottom of the 

groove flat. That is, the better-distributed flow field makes the bottom of the groove flatter than when 

the working surface of the cathode is not modified. Similarly, Fang [24] found the flow field 

distribution can affect the surface profile of the workpiece. Many other researchers also studied the 

effects of flow field distributions on surface profile and machining quality and achieved similar results 

[23, 25, 26]. 

 

  

Figure 7. Flow field distribution (ρ1 = 0.044): (a) velocity field (m/s) and (b) pressure field (Pa). 

  

Figure 8. Flow field distribution (ρ2 = 0.088): (a) velocity field (m/s) and (b) pressure field (Pa). 

4.1.2 Electric field distribution 

Figure 9 shows the electric field distribution when the curvature of the modified cathode 

surface equals 0.044. As Figure 9(b) shows, the minimum current density is approximately 16 A/cm2, 

the maximum current density is 22 A/cm2, and the current density in the middle section of the 

machining gap is slightly smaller than the current density at the two ends. As shown in Figure 9(f), the 

electric field intensity in the middle section is also slightly lower than the electric field intensity at the 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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two ends, and the maximum electric field intensity is 1.3 V/m. Similarly, Figure 10 shows the electric 

field distribution when the surface curvature equals 0.088. Figure 10(b) shows that the minimum 

current density is approximately 10 A/cm2, the maximum current density is 15 A/cm2, and the current 

density in the middle section is slightly smaller than the current density at the two ends.  

 

 

  

  

  

Figure 9. Electric field distribution (ρ1 = 0.044): (a) current density (A/m2), (b) partial enlargement of 

the current density, (c) electric potential (V), (d) partial enlargement of the electric potential, (e) 

electric field intensity (V/m) and (f) partial enlargement of the electric field intensity. 
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(d) 

(f) (e) 
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Figure 10. Electric field distribution (ρ2 = 0.088): (a) current density (A/m2), (b) partial enlargement 

of the current density, (c) electric potential (V), (d) partial enlargement of the electric potential, 

(e) electric field intensity (V/m) and (f) partial enlargement of the electric field intensity. 

As shown in Figure 10(f), the electric field intensity in the middle section is also slightly lower 

than the electric field intensity at both ends, and the maximum electric field intensity is 1.1 V/m. 

Overall, the electric field distributions are better than the electric field distributions when the working 

surface of the cathode is not modified [12]. 

(a) 

(c) 

(e) 

(b) 

(d) 

(f) 
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In ECM, the dissolution rate of the workpiece can be expressed as 𝒗 = 𝜂𝜔𝒊. That is, the 

material removal rate v depends on the current density i. This conclusion has been proven by many 

studies. Sudiarso [27] concluded that there was a strong positive relationship between the material 

removal rate and the average steady current density after many experiments were conducted on various 

workpiece materials. Jin [28] and Nasir [29] drew the same conclusion. According to this theory and 

conclusion, when the working surface is modified into an inward curved surface with a small curvature 

radius, the machining gap in the middle section is slightly larger than the machining gaps at both ends, 

which makes the current density in the middle section also slightly smaller than the current density at 

both ends, as proven by Figure 9(b) and Figure 10(b). According to Faraday’s Law, the dissolution rate 

in the middle section is slightly smaller than the dissolution rates at both ends. This smaller dissolution 

rate is helpful to decrease the overcut amount in the middle section with the conventional cylindrical 

working surface cathode and to reduce the drum shape. The better-distributed electric field makes the 

bottom of the groove flatter than when the working surface of the cathode is not modified. Similarly, 

many researchers studied the effects of electric field distribution on surface profiles and achieved 

similar results [30-32]. 

4.1.3 Surface profile prediction 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 are the surface profile prediction diagrams of the inner-walled ring 

grooves machined with two modified cathodes whose curvatures of the working-section surfaces equal 

0.044 and 0.088, respectively. The surface profiles of different machining time-lengths are fitted 

according to the material removal rates and the amount removed at different locations based on the 

distribution of the current density. The depths of the ring groove in the middle section are slightly 

smaller than the depths of the ring groove at two ends. 

 

 

Figure 11. Surface profile prediction diagram (ρ1 = 0.044). 
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Figure 12. Surface profile prediction diagram (ρ2 = 0.088). 

In ECM, the relationship between the material removal rate 𝒗𝐚  of the workpiece and the 

machining gap △ can be expressed as 𝒗𝐚 = 𝐶/△, where C is a constant. When the working surface of 

the cathode is modified into an inward curved surface with a small curvature radius, the machining gap 

△ in the middle section is slightly larger than the machining gaps at both ends, which can result in 

slightly lower material removal rate in the middle section. This lower removal rate is helpful to 

decrease the overcut amount in the middle section with the conventional cylindrical working surface 

cathode and to reduce the drum shape. The two figures are helpful for predicting the surface profiles of 

the machined grooves before actual machining and for selecting the curvature parameter of the 

working-section surface. Similar study methods can be seen in [26, 33, 34]. 

4.2 Experimental results and discussion 

One of the machined inner-walled ring grooves with the modified cathode is shown in Figure 

13, and its measurement results are shown in Figure 14. The machined groove is flat at the bottom and 

is not of a drum-shape. The machining quality of this groove is much better than those grooves 

machined with the conventional cylindrical working surface cathode (the unmodified cathode, see 

Figure 1). 

Why can the machining quality of the groove be improved with the modified cathode? 

According to Faraday’s Law, the workpiece dissolution rate is determined by the current density. That 

is, decreasing the current density can decrease the material removal rate of the workpiece. The current 

density can be decreased by increasing the machining gap of the middle section of the machining gap 

when other parameters are kept unchangeable [35, 36]. This viewpoint can also be confirmed by the 

simulation results shown in Figure 9(b) and Figure 10(b). In addition, the modified inward curved 

surface makes the flow field distributions better than when the cathode is not modified, and the 
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electrolyte velocity in the middle section is slightly smaller than the electrolyte velocity at both ends. 

All these factors together decrease the overcut amount in the middle section with the conventional 

cylindrical cathode and reduce the drum shape. 

The experimental results show that the proposed working surface-curvature modification 

method is feasible and effective for decreasing the overcut amount in the middle section and for 

reducing the drum shape. Simultaneously, modifying the working surface into an inward curved 

surface is a simple and convenient way to operate, which can easily be applied to other aspects. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. The machined groove (pulse frequency = 500 Hz, duration ration = 90 %, machining 

voltage =14 V, machining gap =100 μm, electrolyte temperature = 30 °C, inlet pressure = 120 

kPa and machining time-length = 180 s). 

 

 

Figure 14. Surface morphology and roughness. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

ECM is a promising and feasible machining technology for the inner-walled ring groove of the 

corrosion resistant alloy (1J116). The simulation results showed that the current density, the flow 

velocity of electrolyte and the material removal rate in the middle section decreased when the working 

surface was modified into an inward curved surface with a small curvature, which is helpful for 

decreasing the overcut amount in the middle section with the conventional cylindrical cathode and for 
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reducing the drum shape. The experimental results showed that the machined inner-walled ring groove 

was of good quality, and the bottom of the groove was flat. The experimental results agreed with the 

simulation results. This study is meaningful to provide a probable solution to improve the machining 

quality of the inner-walled structure workpieces without residual stress, recast layers or microcracks. 
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